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Letter from the editors ESS Newsletter 2017-2

Dear shakuhachi aficionados,


Autumn has finally come, our bamboos are no longer cracking and soon we will have 
to keep them warm after a hot summer full with merry shakuhachi meetings.

Here, we have had changes at the newsletter desk. At this summer’s ESS AGM, Philip 
Horan stepped down and, as an experienced editor and a fine friend, we will miss him. 
We thank him very much for the impressive work which he has done on the 
Newsletter.

Véronique Piron has taken over from Philip and would like to say hello to you. She 
doesn’t need much introduction as most of you already know her and she is very 
happy to be more active on the ESS board again.

So, here we are with a fresh number of the ESS newsletter, hoping you will find it both 
interesting and informative. We will be glad to hear your feedback on this issue so 
remember to sometimes stop playing your shakuhachi for a little while and take a 
minute or two to send us your views and secret wishes.

We are trying to improve everyone’s access to the contents which means a lot of 
translation and help are needed. We would welcome your offer to translate into 
German, French and Spanish, and would also like to start providing some of the 
newsletter in Italian and Portuguese. In parallel, we need help from some experts in 
the English language so for those of you with language abilities, here is your  
opportunity to show your skill, so please help us to make this a real International 
magazine.

In addition, a new editing policy regarding the translations had been adopted which 
provides a longer time for anybody translating into any European language. We will try 
to publish the first NL edition in English together with translations into the main 
languages and then, one month later, we will publish a second edition with as many 
translations into other languages as we have received, although we will not be able to 
guarantee or be responsible for their accuracy. 

We, at the NL office, try our best to provide you with a magazine which is not only 
worth reading but also offers a space with doors open for you to meet and to keep 
drawing the map of our dear intriguing shakuhachi world.


The editors: 

Véronique Piron and Jose Vargas-Zuñiga 
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It is a pleasure to write this letter to the new issue of the ESS (European Shakuhachi 
Society) Newsletter. 

First of all, we have had a successful Summer School in Vejle, Denmark in July Where 
we pushed the northern limit where we had been until this year. It worked and we had 
more than 50 participants. Thank you for all you who made the Summer School an 
unforgettable event. 


Secondly, behind the scene the ESS committee and advisors have been busy with the 
preparation for the World Shakuhachi Festival coming up next year. It is a huge 
undertaking and it is very exciting. It will be a wonderful shakuhachi event of which 
league we have not seen before in Europe. I hope as many of you can come and 
experience the World Festival as it will be significantly different to the Summer Schools. 
There will be many more top players from Japan and elsewhere, all in the same space 
as anyone else - sharing their knowledge and love for the shakuhachi through 
masterclasses, talks and concerts. 


The World Shakuhachi Festival will be held at Goldsmiths, University of London 1-4 
August 2018

Before the Festival we will also host an academic symposium at SOAS (Society of 
Oriental and African Studies) University of London on 30 July 2018.


See you there!

Best wishes


Kiku Day 

Chairperson, ESS



The World Shakuhachi Festival 2018 in London is the seventh large-scale international 
shakuhachi congress to be held and will be the first to be held in Europe. The 
following World Shakuhachi Festivals have taken place so far:


Bisei, Japan 1994	 	 

Boulder, USA, 1998	 	 

Tokyo, Japan, 2002	 	 

New York, USA 2004	 	 

Sydney, Australia, 2008	 

Kyoto, Japan 2012	 


FESTIVAL SITES AND DATES 
30.07.18: One-day academic symposium on shakuhachi and related topics, SOAS 
(Society of Oriental and African Studies), University of London

1-4.08.18: World Shakuhachi Festival, Goldsmiths, University of London


SYMPOSIUM 
It is the first time that a one-day shakuhachi symposium is held as an extension to the 
World Shakuhachi Festival. A call of papers will be sent out calling for papers in all 
academic fields that relates to shakuhachi. Thus renowned performers and scholars 
from around the world will gather to discuss shakuhachi and related themes, including 
construction of the instrument in its various forms, shakuhachi history, music 
education, the role of classical musical traditions in modern society, international 
understanding through music, and the globalisation of culture.
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FESTIVAL

The World Shakuhachi Festival 2018 continues the tradition established in 1994 of 
gathering professional and amateur performers, scholars, and enthusiasts of the 
shakuhachi from around the globe for a festival in the style of an international musical 
congress. The festival has from its beginning been a rare opportunity in which most of 
the top players from diverse backgrounds, styles and guilds in shakuhachi, koto and 
shamisen get together to perform, discuss, give masterclasses and spend time with 
shakuhachi aficionados of all levels, from many schools and countries. The WSF has 
thus become an established event to listen to and learn from the leading players in the 
world. Concerts, workshops, master classes, lectures, symposiums, exhibitions, study 
sessions and informal gatherings will be held over the four days 1-4.08.2018. 


The main purpose of this festival is to promote an international awareness and 
understanding of the shakuhachi (and also of the koto and shamisen), both in a 
traditional context and in its wide-ranging applications in contemporary music such as 
new compositions, for both the players and for the general public. 


All the main styles of performance will be represented to give a broad view of the 
various lineages and schools, including Kinko, Tozan, KSK and Myōan styles for the 
shakuhachi and Ikuta, Yamada and Miyagi-kai for the koto and shamisen. Musical 
genres such as koten honkyoku (classical solo repertoire for shakuhachi), sankyoku 
(classical ensemble music with shakuhachi, koto and shamisen), shinkyoku (modern 
ensemble music), gendaikyoku (contemporary music) and several new compositions 
will also be premiered. Genres often not heard at international gatherings, such as the 
shakuhachi in min’yō or folk music and some of the rare and almost unknown Myōan 
guilds will also be represented for the first time at this festival. 


This particular festival, furthermore, celebrates the fact that Europe has become a 
firmly established territory for the shakuhachi with substantial representation of 
various schools, styles and approaches to the performance of the instrument and its 
music.


A diverse range of opportunities for participation will be available, including master 
classes aimed at beginning, intermediate and advanced students, concerts for 
musical enjoyment and for the discovery of new genres, schools and approaches, 
performance opportunities, lectures, seminars, receptions and gatherings, and 
informal interactions on the individual level.
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FESTIVAL CONTENT 
The various activities of the WSF have been subdivided for planning purposes into five 
thematic areas:


1) Shakuhachi, the thing: instrument-making and care, and styles of instruments.

2) Great solos from the past (and present): shakuhachi honkyoku from various ryuha

3) Shakuhachi and other instruments - golden oldies: traditional ensemble forms

4) Shakuhachi – new sounds: musical developments from the late Meiji to the 1970s

5) Shakuhachi – new horizons: shakuhachi in multifaceted contexts from the 1970s to 
the present.


Activities within these thematic areas include lectures, master classes / workshops, 
symposia, and concerts.


Lectures planned at the Festival include: 
• Shakuhachi in traditional music: history, repertoire, styles of playing

• Shakuhachi in modern compositions and genres including pieces which include 

Western instrumentation

• Shakuhachi in the broader world: the musicological implications of the shakuhachi 
as employed outside of Japan 

• Shakuhachi, the instrument: organology and changes in construction


Master classes / workshops planned at the Festival include: 
• Classical performance techniques and styles taught by leading shakuhachi masters 
invited from Japan and elsewhere	

• Performance techniques for contemporary styles: contemporary compositions, jazz, 
improvisation, popular music

• Performance techniques and understanding of min’yō shakuhachi taught by top 
min’yō shakuhachi masters invited from Japan and elsewhere


Concerts 
Specially invited masters from Japan and leading players from around the world will 
present concerts open to the public, while several concerts for both invited 
participants and general participants will also be offered. A variety of genres will be 
represented in the concerts, including traditional and modern pieces and pieces 
including Japanese and Western instruments. Premiering new compositions will 
attract attention as the World Shakuhachi Festival has established itself as an event in 
which commissioning and performance of new works take place.
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DENPOUE  (伝法会); A Change of Leadership for Myoan’s Taizan Ha 
by Daniel Ribble 

On May 21st, 2017, an event called Denpoue was held at Myoan-ji, acknowledged 
today as the spiritual center of the shakuhachi world.  At this event there was a 
transfer of leadership from the 41st kansu (看首), Kojima Hoan, who had been a 
leader of Myoan’s Taizan Ha for the last quarter century, to the 42nd kansu, Genshin 
Sakai, who was given the new name Seian Genshin.  An audience of about 150 
shakuhachi players gathered from all over Japan at Myoan-ji temple on the morning 
of May 21st.  Players walking up the quiet lanes to Myoan-ji heard the sound of the 
bamboo flute in the distance and were greeted by a number of shakuhachi players 
dressed as komuso with tengai, or basket hats covering their heads, playing the 
honkyoku piece Choshi while standing on the steps leading up to the temple gate.
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After everyone entered the main temple building and was seated, either in seiza or in 
rows of chairs at the back of the temple, the former kansu Kojima Hoan and the new 
kansu Seian Genshu stood together before the seated players and the priest of 
Myoan-ji and other dignitaries initiated the ceremony where the former leader of the 
Myoan group officially relinquished his leadership and the new kansu took on the 
former leader’s role.  Genshin Sakai, now renamed Seian Genshin, read a poem about 
Fuke Zenji, the semi-legendary founder of the Fuke sect, and noted that more than 
1000 years had passed since those early beginnings of the shakuhachi.  Following 
that, he lit a stick of incense and played a solo Kyorei.  Everyone then played the 
piece Choshi in unison and then all present recited the Hannya Shingyo, or Heart 
Sutra.  Several objects were handed over for safekeeping to the new kansu, including 
a makimono or scroll in which former kansu of the Myoan group had written their 
names, a shakuhachi, and a large red kesa, or Buddhist sash.  Genshin sensei also 
received a shakuhachi said to have been Higuchi Taizan’s from the priest of Myoan-ji. 
Higuchi Taizan (1856-1914) is considered to be the 35th kansu by the reckoning of the 
Myoan society. The priest of Joei-ji in Yamaguchi prefecture then gave a speech 
congratulating the new leader of the Myoan players. Joei-ji temple has been a study 
temple for priests planning to go on to become the head priests of Tofuku-ji, the 
temple in which Myoan-ji is currently located.  Following that there was a short speech 
by the director of the Myoan-Doshu Kai, Furuta Kozan.  The event ended with all of 
the participants having their photo taken on the steps leading up to the entrance of 
the Myoan temple.


Following the event at Myoan-ji, 130 of the participants boarded special city buses in 
the Kyoto heat to Kyoto’s Hotel Tozankaku where a banquet was held.  Special guests 
who attended both the Denpoue ceremony and the banquet included Sakai Shodo, 
the iemoto of the Chikuho-ryu, Kurahashi Yodo, the organizer of the former World 
Shakuhachi Festival in Kyoto in 2012, Mitsuhashi Kifu, a reknowned player of both 
ancient and modern shakuhachi music, and Iwata Seien, the leader of Nagoya’s Seien 
Ryu, (a Myoan sect from which the 35th kansu Higuchi Taizan had adopted some of 
his honkyoku pieces).   


At the banquet a tai chi instructor named Izui Seizan did a dance with white and red 
fans while reciting a Buddhist poem of Tanikita Muchiku, the 37th kansu, who had 
been his teacher, and the head of the Seien ryu, Iwata Seien, gave a speech in which 
he stressed the importance of passing down the honkyoku, which he called a national 
treasure, to future generations.  The head priest of Fukuoka’s former komuso temple 
Itchoken, Genmyou Iso, was in attendance in addition to Buddhist priests from several 
temples located in Kyoto and Nara; one priest from a Zen temple in Nara where 40th 
kansu Yoshimura Fuan used to frequently play honkyoku made a speech where he 
talked about his memories of Yoshimura sensei, and Myoan players from prefectures 
as far north as Yamagata prefecture, down to Fukuoka, Kyushu, including players 
from all four prefectures of Shikoku were in attendance as well as several shakuhachi 
makers from Osaka. A trio of Myoan players performed the piece Sanya at the 
banquet and there were several hours of socializing between players from the various 
areas of Japan at this event, and many congratulations offered to Seian Genshin, who 
gave a closing speech at the end of the feast.
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A month and a half later, on July 2nd, 2017, I interviewed the new head of the Myoan 
Society, Seian Genshin at his rambling old house – he is currently renovating an 
ancient set of buildings originally constructed in the Meiji Era outside of Takamatsu 
together with his wife - to ask him about his personal history in regard to the 
shakuhachi and also about the Myoan style of playing.  Genshin talked about the idea 
that the Myoan style is not only about technique but is about studying the shakuhachi 
as it was handed down through the Edo Period and being aware of the spiritual 
aspects of the flute as it has been passed down through history.  Genshin sensei said 
that it is important for all Myoan players to practice sufficient training together, and 
that while the new music for shakuhachi is fun to play, that it is important to look back 
to the roots of the shakuhachi, to play honkyoku, and to try and grasp the Zen no 
kokoro, or heart of Zen, and to follow the ideals of suizen, or satori through the 
blowing of the shakuhachi.  He also stressed the need for recognizing the common 
humanity of all players and the importance of sharing the ‘subarashisa’ or 
splendidness of the shakuhachi with others.


Genshin started practicing 
the shakuhachi at 22 years 
of age.  He had played a bit 
of piano from age 18 but at 
that time was finishing up his 
university studies in Tokyo 
and planned to work for a 
couple of years in Morocco 
with the Japan International 
Cooperation Association 
(JICA), and wanted to take a 
more portable instrument 

and one that was directly related to Japanese culture overseas with him.  His piano 
instructor recommended the shakuhachi and informed him of a master of the Tozan 
style living next door so Genshin began his study of the shakuhachi with that Tozan 
instructor, named Kato Seizan, for six months before moving to Morocco, where he 
continued learning the shakuhachi by listening to tape cassettes sent by his teacher 
which he would then turn over and send samples of his playing back to Tokyo. 



 

Upon returning to Japan several years later, Genshin heard the music of a notable 
modern player, Muraoka Minoru, known for his playing of jazz on shakuhachi, and he 
also read Minoru’s book on playing the shakuhachi using Western notation.  He took a 
few lessons with Muraoka sensei, who was critical of Genshin’s playing and 
suggested that Genshin either turn completely to performing modern music on the 
bamboo flute or alternatively, investigate the roots of shakuhachi practice in Japan by 
taking up the Myoan style.  Genshin ended up calling Myoan-ji from Tokyo and they 
told him of a player named Koizumi Ryoan, who had been the 38th kansu but was now 
retired and no longer played the shakuhachi but who still instructed students and had 
a circle of students in Tokyo.  Genshin attended his first lesson, listened to one of 
Koizumi’s top students playing the piece Choshi and thought “this is it,” learned under 
the former 38th kansu for a year and then after finishing graduate school in the area of 
health education, moved to Takamatsu on the island of Shikoku where he began 
studying under the teacher who would eventually become the 40th kansu, Yoshimura 
Fuan.


Genshin became a longterm deshi of Yoshimura sensei and continued learning under 
his tutelage until kansu Yoshimura passed away 25 years later.  In the years after that, 
Genshin spent some time working with JICA in several countries outside of Japan, 
including three years in Nepal and two years in Costa Rica, and ended up moving to 
Kochi, Japan in 2011, where he worked as a Vice-Principal of a school of students 
with special needs in addition to teaching a group of Kinko shakuhachi players in 
Kochi the Myoan pieces.  


In the years when Genshin was here in Japan he was also the primary director of a 
group called the Shikoku Soshun Renseikan, which sponsored an annual event where 
Myoan players from various prefectures, mostly from Western Japan, assembled and 
stayed overnight at a different Buddhist temple in the early spring, with all participants 
performing a solo honkyoku from memory in front of the main Buddhist altar.  Each 
year the site of the Renseikan is changed to a temple in a different prefecture on the 
island of Shikoku; next spring the Renseikan will have its 14th annual meeting.  


In 2016 Genshin was selected by the Myoan leadership to become the 42nd kansu, 
and in March of this year Genshin returned to his hometown of Takamatsu.  He has 
now retired from his teaching career in the health sciences and is hoping to bring new 
vitality to the Myoan Taizan Ha players here in Japan. 


…
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Interview with ATSUYA OKUDA 

by Jose Vargas-Zuñiga 

JV- Thank you for taking the time to do this interview, could you tell us your story with 
shakuhachi?


AO- I met shakuhachi for the first time late1960s, when I was 20 years old. I listened 
to “Eclipse”, a piece by Toru Takemitsu. The following year, Toru Takemitsu composed 
“November Steps”, for shakuhachi, biwa and orchestra, and when I listened to that, it 
was kind of a cultural shock.

I started learning the basics with Yokoyama Katsuya, I was introduced to him by his 
father Yokoyama Rampo. I was interested in Watazumido, one of Yokoyama Katsuya’s 
masters, and in his hotchiku, but my main interest was the traditional honkyoku, and 
Watazumi was making many changes, so I decided to study with Okamoto Chikugai. 
That was around the 1980s, in 1983 I ended my career as a jazz trumpet player, in 
1984 I received my shakuhachi licence, and in ‘85, I opened Zensabo.

(“Zensabo” was originally the name of the nice small tea shop he opened. Eventually 
it became the name of his school)


JV- Okamoto Chikugai was a Nezasaha player, wasn’t he? 


AO- He knew the style - Nezasaha people even asked him to become their head 
master - but as he was not a specialist in any school, and he didn’t speak the Tsugaru 
dialect, he didn’t accept. Okamoto Chikugai played all Myoan main styles; with him, I 
met the komuso, and their music, the honkyoku.  I learnt the traditional repertoire, 
then I also studied Watazumi, and I could see how he was changing the tradition.


JV- Did you meet Watazumi, did you have lessons with him?


AO- I met him, but I didn’t take any lessons.
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JV- Could you please talk about teaching, your way, and also your masters’?


AO- With  Katsuya, he played, and then I played, sometimes we played together. My way 
is different. Every student is different, so I try to fit everyone’s way. And every piece is 
different, the tsu-re notes in Koku are not the same as the tsu-re in Yamagoe, Playing long 
or short bamboo is different...


JV- Yes, they are different, and there are many pieces, how did you gather a repertoire so 
huge? You have many thick blocks of scores.


AO- I collect from many sources, there are the scores I learned from Okamoto Chikugai, 
then I do transcriptions from recordings, sometimes the people I know bring me papers, or 
my students; some do researching or collect scores... then I write them by hand, and pass 
them to my students.                                                                                                               


(By the way, he has beautiful handwriting, his scores are great.)


JV- And you only teach honkyoku, right from the beginning, not many schools do that.


AO- Honkyoku can be translated to “true music” and is the best style for shakuhachi 
expression that is the most important. Especially for jinashi shakuhachi. I can play western 
music, but I use the jiari shakuhachi better for that. I played many music styles, but I found 
honkyoku is my way.


JV- I think honkyoku is a very special music, perhaps because of its origins in komuso 
monasteries, I find it deeply rooted in human spirit. Maybe that’s why it is becoming, more 
and more, global music, what do you think?


AO- Philosophy deals with opposite concepts, antinomies. This is right, this is left. In 
breathing we have inhaling, and exhaling. Exhaling properly needs training. There are two 
types of exhaling, cold breath, which makes the noise, and warm breath, that makes the 
musical tone. From the point of view of philosophy, these are different, opposite things. 
From the Zen view, they all are the same. Zen has nothing to do with words, or letters. 
When we play shakuhachi warm and cold breath blend together.


Also, we have kari and meri notes in shakuhachi, when we play honkyoku, but there are 
notes that go beyond those opposite concepts.                                                        
Shakuhachi is very important in my life, and it’s a very strange instrument.


JV- Shakuhachi is a mystery.


AO- Yes, it is. And music changes, as mind and feeling is always changing. Every piece 
could be played in many different ways. In the beginning, I teach my students the basic 
rules, and reading the score as it’s written, but, when they are more advanced, I also teach 
them to go out of the box, to follow their feeling when they play. Ryuha in Japanese 
means rule, the tradition of the school, and rules are very important, but truth is above 
rules. And change is important too. Music is like a river, it is never the same.


JV- Is there anything you would like to add, to end this interview?


AO- Jinashi shakuhachi is wonderful!


JV- Thank you very much, it’s been a pleasure.
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ESS  SUMMERSCHOOL 
in Vejle,  Denmark 
July  2017 

• Review by Elizabeth Reian Bennett 

I had not visited Denmark before, and was very interested by human interactions there. 
A smile is not noticed, but a nod is. Directions are given courteously, but there is no 
chit chat. Help with buying a ticket at the station is given with infinite patience and in 
silence; when you turn to thank this kind stranger, he is gone.  
 
At the small school campus in Vejle where the European Shaluhachi Society event was 
held, there was a similar unwavering kindness and generosity, no matter what. The 
director was simply not fazed by anything; every request responded to with kindness, 
and at the Society member meeting, subjects were heard with care and responded to 
with care and generosity. By the last evening, I still,had not been able to get onto wifi 
and check in to my flight, but no,less than five people offered to lend me their iPad or 
computer, and the director opened up the office to,print my ticket after hours. 
 
In the past I had visited several world shakuhachi festivals; this was my first experience 
of the Society. The choice of teachers, two from lineages of which I was unaware, and 
juxtaposed to each other in the concerts, made for a wonderful contrast of sound and 
technique, and a delightful surprise. To say nothing of the abrupt and forceful Maekawa 
Sensei, cutting off heads at the end of every piece, and laughing joyfully with everyone 
he spoke to while he was at Vejle. He explained to us in class that we were not to 
extend into long breaths at the end of a phrase -- playing was a metaphor for battle -- 
and the final phrase was the quick thrust of a sword, darting fast to get to the enemy 
before he got you.



• Review by Thomas Goulpeau 

Yes, Shakuhachi can be fun ! 

Studying, practicing and - in my case also - making Shakuhachi is a solitary activity; 
thus, participating in gatherings such as regular masterclasses, Prague festival or 
European summer schools is a great opportunity of leaving the hermitage in order to 
meet, share and even have fun (Oh yes, Shakuhachi can be fun !)


This year, the ESS team has decided to emphasize on “togetherness”, creating a 
pleasant community feeling –  it worked and I enjoyed it !

First of all, gathering in the countryside is in my opinion, most suitable for Shakuhachi 
as we get inspired by our surroundings. Then, staying all in the same place, blowing, 
eating, sleeping and even not having to search for a bar to have a good beer after all 
was the perfect context.

It was thus surprisingly much easier to meet each other than in the former gatherings 
I've been.


I've counted about 17 different nationalities within 60 participants ; everyone bringing 
his own energy with passion for music and not only Japanese as we could pleasantly 
discover each one's musical talents (from tango to Punk through Fado, Arabic, 
Flamenco and world folk music anthology...) thanks to the instruments available in the 
venue. Having those great jam sessions (even with very few Shakuhachi) was a very 
appreciated premiere in ESS summer schools.
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I sampled five teachers, much interested by how the pieces would be taught. Styles 
ranged from calling out the head movements and notes, to very astute technical 
demonstrations of note clusters, to demonstration and response. The atmosphere was 
uniformly congenial and supportive.
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It could be interesting for next events to have an official Jam session night in addition 
to the traditional “Open Mic concert” more dedicated to the Shakuhachi; it would be a 
nice opportunity to highlight those great musician members of ESS.


I joyfully participated in the Min'yo classes passionately given by David and Gina. I 
regret that this rich repertoire is seldom represented in the western Shakuhachi 
communities, whereas it has  an important representation in Japan. I hope that Min'yo 
will find its own way within the ESS in the next years...


I was also very glad as a Shakuhachi maker, to have the opportunity of exchanging 
with other makers, having feedbacks on my instruments and even some collaborative 
repairing work on flutes.

And last but not least, the “farewell party” turned to be a proper Sunday night fever on 
the dancefloor – thanks to all who made that happen !


Such events are the cement of our European Shakuhachi community, thanks to the 
gathering spirit of the ESS team, we are becoming a strong group of passionate 
people sharing all together without any border of styles or schools and I feel that it is 
very supporting and guiding my lonely path with this flute.


…
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2014 Gakken Publishing Co. Ltd                            	                     
Recording: 10 September, 2013 / The Glee, Kagurazaka

1  Tori - Kadodsuke - Hachigaeshi (Nezasaha-kimpuryu)

2  Reibo (Shoganken)

3  Sanya (Echigo Myoanji)

4  Shika no tone (Kinko-ryu)

5  Koku (Hudaiji)

6  Choushi (Hudaiji)

7  Asuma no kyoku (Ichyoken)


'The Essence of Japanese Traditional Music' is the latest recording of Keisuke Zenyoji. 
It was recorded in 2013, and follows three previous albums: Tsuru no Sugomori - 
Komuso Shakuhachi (1998); Mukaiji - Komuso Shakuhachi (2001); Koku - Komuso 
Shakuhachi (2004). These three previous albums form a coherent trilogy, under the 
general title 'Komuso Shakuhachi'. All of them follow a very similar choice of repertoire: 
they all include Nezasa-Ha pieces, a trade mark of Mr. Zenyoji's,    and also some 
Kinko-Ryu and 'temple pieces'. These so called temple pieces follow the naming and 
attributions of Jin Nyodo's notations. Jin Nyodo was the teacher of Mr Zenyoji's father 
and a very clear influence on his own style. This blend of repertoires reflexes well Mr. 
Zenyoji's direct contact both with Jin Nyodo's tradition, but also his important 
collaboration with Goro Yamaguchi.

'The Essence of Japanese Traditional Music' abandons for the first time the sub-title 
'Komuso Shakuhachi', but not the general plan of those three albums: Also here, we 
start with a Nezasa-Ha piece, this time the tryptic 'Tori-Kadodsuke-Hachigaeshi'. (only 
one of the three previous albums didn't start with a Nezasa-Ha piece). Mr. Zenyoji's 
approach to Nezasa-Ha repertoire shows a particularly fast and energetic way of 
playing the komibuki, the typical kind of accented vibrato of this school, reminding us 
more of the way Jin Nyodo would play these pieces (even though with a very personal 
flavour), than of other more contemplative ways of playing this repertoire.

      

Keisuke Zenyoji 

- The Essence of Japanese Traditional Music 

Cd review by César Viana



Four pieces on this CD were previously recorded by Mr. Zenyoji: 'Shoganken Reibo', 
'Echigo Sanya', and two Fudaiji pieces: 'Koku' and 'Choushi'. These re-recordings 
show a different approach to those pieces, thus offering us an interesting perspective 
on the evolution of Mr Zenyoji's style throughout the years. The differences in phrasing, 
breathing, ornamentation, and the choice of flute sizes are particularly noticeable. 

The album is completed with two new recordings (apart from the before mentioned 
'Tori-Kadodsuke-Hachigaeshi'). One is the Kinko-Ryu classic Shika no Tone, presented 
here in a solo version, and the other is a beautiful rendering of Itchoken's 'Azuma no 
Kyoku', a relatively short piece with intriguing melody turns, (legend has it that it 
depicts someone from Western Japan yearning for someone in the East...)


The performances were recorded in Tokyo's Kagurazaka geisha quarter, where 
traditional music has been played for centuries. The state-of-the-art acoustic design of 
the Glee Concert Hall and Music Venue, in Ichigaya, Tokyo, is beautifully reproduced by 
an impeccable sound recording, offering a natural and penetrating sound that fits 
wonderfully this kind of repertoire.

All in all, 'The Essence of Japanese Traditional Music' is a valuable addition to Mr. 
Zenyoji's discography. His sound is capable of extreme degrees of both power and 
intimacy, his impeccable technique is irreproachable, and his consciousness of style 
and historical context make this album an exciting testimony of the art of one of the 
most important bearers of some of the most venerable traditions of shakuhachi playing.
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           Duo Vento Madeira 

      - Terra 

      Interview with Henrique Elias Sulzbacher  

      by Jacopo Saporetti
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1  Pra Dona Marinês

2  Tempesta (de las hermanas)

3  A Ela (Para Mariana)

4  Zamba pra Thaiza

5  Xote pra Noêmia

6  Saltito (da Yasmin)

7  O Voo da Nérsi

8  Na Folha Orvalho é Luz

9  Terra do Sol Poente


Henrique Elias Sulzbacher, is a player and 
shakuhachi maker from Brazil.

He is a music teacher and a shakuhachi 
enthusiast who works hard to popularise 
this instrument both in his native country and his particular state (the southernmost 
state of the country which borders Argentina and Uruguay).

He runs a shakuhachi etude group in his town and signs his instruments as Musgo da 
Pedra (石苔, Ishi Koke ), his own Hanko.


He recently published his first cd with the Duo Vento Madeira (Roberto Kittel Pohlmann 
on guitar, and Henrique Elias Sulzbacher on shakuhachi) The cd contain nine original 
tracks arranged for classical guitar and shakuhachi and is, in my opinion, a breath of 
fresh air in the shakuhachi world. We all know that the flute and guitar blend well 
together, but the shakuhachi gives a warmer and more human feeling than the western 
flute, creating a new and charming combination… 


JS- What is your musical background?

HE- I started to learn guitar at 12 years old. From 15 to 17 I studied jazz in Porto 
Alegre, the main city of my state.  When I was 21 years old I started to make different 
kinds of bamboo flutes and to learn the violin, another passion I have had since a child 
(due to the price, my father never bought me one). My making bamboo flutes seemed 
to make things happen more smoothly and doors began to open with a smile for 
me!. Soon, one instrument in particular would not leave my side: the shakuhachi.



JS-When and why did you start to play the shakuhachi?

HE- Although I started to make bamboo flutes when I was 21 years old, I only imported 
a number of shakuhachi making/playing books in December of 2006, when I was 24. I 
had tried to make shakuhachi before that, but those flutes were bad imitations. Also, it

was only after reading those books that I started to learn something about the musical 
language of shakuhachi and it’s needs as a musical instrument. In the beginning I tried 
to make many different kinds of flutes, but the Japanese one with that pentatonic scale 
and the malleable embouchure that allowed the flute to have so many rich sounds, 
attracted most of my interest. So I kept playing shakuhachi and I only make this kind of 
flute now.


JS- What kind of shakuhachi do you play in the album? 

HE -There are three different kinds of shakuhachi played in the album. Two are jiari: 
Ichijo 1.8 (played on tracks 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7) and Shugetsu 1.6. (played on tracks 4, 9…) 
And the 2.3 is a Musgo da Pedra (石苔, Ishi Koke ) jinashi, made by myself (played on 
track 8)


JS- Do you have some suggestions to help the novice to achieve the melodic sounds 
heard in the album? 

HE- I would recommend  practising a few scales (major, minor, pentatonic) in different 
keys, for example D major scale (Ro, Tsu, Chu Meri, Re Meri, Re, Chi, Ri Chu Meri, I 
Meri, I/Ro kan) and C major scale (Ro Dai Meri, Ro, Tsu Chu Meri, Tsu, Re, Chi, Ri Chu 
Meri, Ri, I/Ro kan). Play pieces from other styles. It’s also useful to hear the music in 
your head and try to play it… It all happens in the mind first so the faster you can 
express this with the flute the  better… then you just need to hear with the heart and 
feel if it's true or not. Also, and this is very, very important: don’t forget to play 
shakuhachi in a more traditional way to learn it’s unique language.


JS- What was your inspiration for this work? 

HE- This album was composed by  Roberto Pohlmann and myself. The pieces are all 
dedicated to important women that are in or  have passed though the life of each of 
us. And, importantly, it’s also dedicated to our Mother Earth; the album is called Terra- 
(earth). By the way, the cd is an ode to the sacred feminine. We tried to imbue this 
album with the language of our local music. There are a few South American elements 
there, rhythms like zamba, xote, chamame…


JS- Who do you consider to be your teacher or the inspiration for shakuhachi? 

HE- I first learned alone, then had a few lessons with Michael Chikuzen Gould via 
skype. After that I had weekly lessons for four years with Marco Lienhard whenever he 
was in Brazil, from 2009~2012 and also had one lesson with Kakizakai Kaoru when he 
came to Brazil. I would love to have more opportunities for lessons.

I  would say that I have been inspired both by makers and players and have learnt from 
everyone that has crossed my path, on the  internet or in person. 


www.musgodapedra.com/cds-
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The ESS Guidelines for Contributors  

The aim of the ESS Newsletter is to create a platform for members and non- 
members to further develop an understanding of shakuhachi and place it in 
a wider context than just their own individual study and experience. It, 
therefore, includes, among others, a diverse range of topics and new ideas, 
information, knowledge, materials and reflections on shakuhachi and the 
people who shape the musical scene. 


As far as is practical, the articles will be translated into some of the main 
languages used in the European shakuhachi context. All this is 
accomplished by the selfless effort of the authors, translators and editors. 
We encourage everyone to send in ideas for articles you would like to write 
or topics you would like to read about to the publications office by email at: 
newsletter@shakuhachisociety.eu. 


Before each new number, a ‘call for articles’ will be issued and a deadline 
for submission set but please feel free to send us your ideas on possible 
articles any time you want. 


In order to assist the authors in their task and to ensure some consistency, 
the following brief guidelines have been drawn up: 


1. Please feel free to contact us on the topic you would like to write about 
beforehand and keep in mind that the ESS Newsletter does not publish 
information on future events (except those organised by the ESS), instead 
ESS calendar updates will be sent out periodically. These will aim to include 
all upcoming events across Europe. 


2. Should you wish for any shakuhachi material to be reviewed in the 
newsletter (recordings, books, etc.), please contact us with the particulars 
and the editors will get back to you. 


3. Article length: the Newsletter includes articles of different lengths up to 
approximately 2,000 words.


4. Please send your text in a text document (doc, docx, rtf). You can use any 
font and format since the text will be adjusted to the Newsletter format. 


5. Please use as many multi-media materials as possible including pictures 
and external links.


6. Please send the pictures or other multi-media materials separately 
(contact the editors if the size of the files makes them difficult to be sent by 
e-mail).
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7. Please send your pictures in jpg, png or tiff format with a minimum 
resolution of 150 dpi.


8. Please provide acknowledgement/credit for the use of any other author’s 
material. 


9. Please avoid self-promotion


After submission, the articles will be proofread and edited, if necessary, with 
permission of the authors when practically possible. Editors will always try 
their best to find agreement with the authors but you should note that 
eventually the Editors’ decision will be final. The articles will then be 
translated when possible and the issue formatted. 


This Newsletter exists thanks to the authors, translators and illustrators who 
so generously offer their knowledge, time and energy to provide materials. 
Please, be one of them. 


ESS publications office
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ESS Membership  

The European Shakuhachi Society is a non-profit organisation and a 
registered UK charity devoted to the dissemination of the shakuhachi in all its 
different aspects throughout Europe through a wide variety of events, 
publications and other activities. 


All board members and helpers work on a volunteer basis and receive no 
financial benefit but the Society needs money for organising a range of 
events, such as the annual summer schools. This comes from the 
membership fees. 


Membership of the ESS is open to any person, both players or non-players, 
interested in the music of the shakuhachi in all its forms. Since the ESS is not 
affiliated with any particular school or aesthetic direction, its members 
represent a broad cross-section of styles and genres of shakuhachi. 
Supporting the ESS through joining is a means of helping maintain a 
coordinating resource of the shakuhachi in Europe. 


The benefits of membership include access to information about shakuhachi 
events and tuition throughout Europe and beyond, as well as discounts at 
www.shakuhachi.com and also fee reductions for the annual European 
Shakuhachi Summer Schools (discounts that are generally greater than the 
cost of the membership fee itself). The annual membership fee is €20. 


To join the ESS:  
1) Visit the membership page on the ESS website and choose the 
membership 


subscription which suits you. 
2) Please send an email to member@shakuhachisociety.eu or 
info@shakuhachisociety.eu, giving your name and contact details, and if you 
wish, a little information about your interest in and experience with the 
shakuhachi. 
3) If you cannot make payment using PayPal, please send an email to 
member@shakuhachisociety.eu and we will find a way to help you. 


The European Shakuhachi Society is a registered charity. Registered charity no. 1123060.


…
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Ways to get in touch 

Homepage 
ESS homepage (including event calendar): http://shakuhachisociety.eu 
Previous newsletters: http://shakuhachisociety.eu/publications/newsletter/ 


Email  

General enquiries: info@shakuhachisociety.eu                                               
ESS membership: member@shakuhachisociety.eu                                        
ESS newsletter: newsletter@shakuhachisociety.eu 


       

Forum  

www.shakuhachiforum.eu 


  

Facebook  

European Shakuhachi Society Facebook Group 


 

Twitter  

Follow us on twitter @ESS_Events 


To announce an event on the Twitter account of the ESS, please send your 
message to this email address : twitter@shakuhachiforum.eu
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